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1) First of all I would like to thank those of
you who have sent in donations for the last
issue with gour request for a copg of this
I am
issue, which almost all of uou have.
elated both with the number of people with
technical or scientific training and with the
growing interest in it technologg.
Rs uou know there are no subscriptions
to this paper, but you are expected to send
in the request coupon from each copy in
order to be placed on the new mailing list for
Although almost all of
the following issue-

whispering into the microphone or sending us a
I! theg whisper into the
weak radio signal.
microphone then obviousltj what is needed is a
more sensitive microphone, a better recorder
with a better signal/noise ratio, better tape, a
quieter room, perhaps a microphone preamp,
and the Spirits could come through loud and
clear.
Or if theu were sending us a weak
radio signal, then what is needed is simpltj a
a
or
radio,
selective
or
sensitive
more

receiver with better signal/noise ratio, or a
better antenna, or a radio that will tune to
just the right frequencu band, and the problem
would be solved. lapers, without a technical

gou have, there were a couple of people who

background,

did not do this. For this issue and this issue
onlu, I will assume this was an oversight and
“his will
send a copg to those individuals.
If
not however, be repeated in the future.
uou want to be on the new mailing list for

whatever is taking so long to solve such a
seeminglu simple problem. People have written
the and ask what kind of recorder. or radio or
microphone to bug or what kind of gadget
could thet; build to clarify reception.
I wish I could tell them.
Unfortunatelu, none of the above

the

next

issue

do

not

forget

to

return

the

request coupon, or drOp me a note, or send
a
post
card,
telegram,
carrier
pigeon,
whatever. and let me know uou are interested
in a com; of the next edition.
Nhen one first hears or reads about
2)
iranscommunication. theu find out there are
people who are recording paranormal voices
using onlg a tape recorder or recorder and
radio combination- But for most people, most
of the time, these voices are buried in noise
and quite difficult to hear and understand.
lhe technical problem of course, is to
improve the signal to noise ratio so that a
normal conversation can be carried on with
the Spirits.
ﬁnd just how difficult could it be to do
this?

Obviouslg

the

Spirits

are

either

simplistic

have

been

solutions

wondering

work,

nor

does

for

gears

angthing

else that has get come to public knowledge.
because it is a completelu new and utterlg
different kind of communication than anuthing
now known. What we expect doesn't happen.

what

we

don't

expect does.

Hhat makes

sense doesn't work, what doesn't make sense,

does.
One could almost sag the strangeness
of
the
phenomenon
is
proportional
to
familiaritg- Up to a point, the more one learns

about it, the stranger it gets.
I would like nothing better than to print
the schematic of some niftu circuit, preferablg
one that could be built for a few dollars in
parts and as a one evening project, which
would clariftj or even improve reception for

Unfortunatelq, even after gears in this
qou.
field, I know of no such circuit, nor does
angone else, or word of it would alreadg
have spread like wildfire through the it
The point is that in writing this
communitg.
paper l do not want to give the impression
that I know how to build an efficient
lransreceiver. If I did, I would be doing that
instead of writing this.
ldeallg all of us who have a technical
interest in It research. could get together in
some large llniversitg laboratory, where we

intention of this paper to tell qou or even
recommend in what direction gou should workOver the gears Han; and l have been
2)
given certain information from beyond the veil,
we believe to be valid and of
which
importance. It is the intention of this paper to
present and explain this information in as
comprehensive a faction as mg understanding
If this
of it at this point in time allows.
information makes sense to gou and gou
these general lines,
decide to work along

could share our experience, knowledge, and

then I would recommend gou work on
whatever hgpotheses do make sense to gou as

talents, and have adequate funding for salaries
and equipment for how ever mung months or
gears it takes to solve the reception problem.

llnfortunatelg,

in

our

primitive

civilization

there are few people seriouslg interested in
the real nature of the Human Spirit, and
certainlg no funding for am; such project. lhe
next best thing we can do then, is to corn;
on this work in 'slow motion‘, as it were,
and
information
exchanging
through
ﬁnd I therefore would like to
experiencemore clearlq state the intentions of this paper,
which are:
To gather and distribute as much
1)

information as possible in order to help gou

then this is fine.

If it doesn't make sense,

its mentioned, it is not the

an individual.

intention of this paper to tell anyone what
theg should or should not work on.

3)

Since It technologg is a new and wide

open field, angone, from Hobbqist to Phgsicist,
can potentiallg make important discoveries and
In order for this to happen,
contributions.
And it is
creativitg is of central importance.
the intention of this paper to trg to help
imagination and
creative
stimulate
further
experimentation.
Imagination is more important than knowledge
Albert Einstein
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work on whatever hgpotheses gou happen to
It is definitelg N01 the
be working on.

RECEPTION HHHODS
lladio receiver onlg
Probablg the verg ﬁrst method bu which
their
made
voices
electronic
paranormal
Reports of unexplained voices
appearance.
and of the ‘deceased' breaking into ordinarg
radio broadcasts, date back to the earlg dogs
For the most part these reports
of radio.
were quite rare and of an anecdotal nature
and are mostlu of onlg historical interest.
However this effect still does occur and
can still be experienced bg those who have

Fig l

the tremendous amount of patience necessaru

9-2

a;

Deposit all
preconceptions here
before entering

to listen to radio static for long periods of
Ihe technique is to tune to between
time.
station static, ask for communication, and
Although
listen carefullg via earphones.
strong
for
better
be
mag
reception
lransmediums, (it is said Friedrich Jurgenson
could carrg on a direct conversation with
Spirits bg this method) for most it mag require
as much as an hour or several hours to
understand a single word or statement. Since
there is no recording, ang voices received
must be understood when first heard, as there

is no opportunitg for review.

lhe method

therefore is of academic rather than practical

interest.

Electronic sound generator only
In this method an electronic generator is
used to supplg the voiceband carrier for
modulation bg one's Transpartners- One of the
most interesting things about this method is
the wide varietu of possible RF carriers.
Fig 2

These

range

noise

electronic

from

from

a

simple diode connected to an amplifier and
earphones to phonemes created bg a computer
controlled

phoneme

chip.

In

between

are

single voiceband tones of various frequencies.
multitones such as the B tone generator used
bg O'Neil, white noise generators that simulate
such sounds as ocean surf, wind, running
water., and virtuallg ang other sound that can

be electronicallg created.
The technique is the some as with the
Careful listening through
radio onlg method.
earphones for extended periods of time are
usuallg necessarg to catch a single word or

statement. And again whatever is heard must
be understood at the time it is received, there
is no review.
Carrier recorder onlg.
Fig 3
In this method an M carrier tape is first
made and then listened to, after requesting
communication,

in

the

plagback

The

mode.

range of potential experimental carriers, in
this case, is limited onlg bg one's imagination
and bg what can be recorded on an audio
recorder.
There is however, one complication that
needs be mentioned. Uoices can appear either
while listening to plagback, or at the time
made.
is
itself
tape
carrier
the
when
Fortunatelg, it is easg to tell which is which.
Hhen a voice is heard, the recorder should be
If the
stoped and that segment replaued.
voice is still there on review, then it was
recorded

when

the tape

was made.

If not,

then it appeared on plagback and does not,
of course, exist on the tape.
Recorder onlg.
Fig 4
In this method, which could be
considered the first (and worst) of the
practical methods. a voice recording is made
in the usual wag except that no microphone
or other input to the recorder is used. (You
did

leave

gour

preconceptions behind at the

gate, - didn't qua?) This can be done even
on a recorder with a built in mike bg inserting
a plug (onlg) into the "ext mike' jack. The
method requires verg careful log keeping of
questions, comments, and especiallg count
numbers,

since

nothing

the

operator

sags

What is recorded is the
appears on tape.
audio carrier, which in this case is circuit
noise generated within the recorder itself, plus
whatever voice modulation of the carrier
occurs somewhere within the recorder.

although the actual qualitg of reception
bu this method is little better than bg the first
3 methods, communication is considerablg
better because the tape can be reviewed as
often as necessarg to understand what is said.
it is our purpose here to discuss onlg the

kinds
of
equipment
and
equipment
configurations that allow Spirit voice reception
to take place, not to discuss how theg arrive.

However, as a bit of food for thought, it
might be noted at this point that none of the
methods 1—4 use a microphone, methods 2—4
use neither a microphone nor a radio receiver.
and method 2 uses neither a microphone, a
radio receiver, nor even a tape recorder, get
all four methods are quite capable of Spirit
voice reception.
Fig 5
Open mike method with built in mike.
For some reason adding a microphone to
the recorder, in most cases but not alwags.
seems to improve the qualitg

of reception to

some degree.
inlhg this should be so is still
unexplained, but the best guess seems to be
that the microphone probablg picks up a
certain amount of environmental sound, even
in a relativelg quiet room. If this is so then
the signal in the circuits and as recorded on
tape would be slightlg higher and perhaps a bit
easier to modulate.
ln ang case the open
microphone method is much easier to use
because the operator's questions and comments
are recorded along with ang paranormal voices
received.
lust exactlg where voice modulation
occurs in a recorder is, of course, still a
matter of debate, but Dan McKee, for one,
believes the most likelg modulation point is at
the tape head.
So far i see no reason to
argue with this hgpothesis.
Fig 6
Open mike method with plug in mike.
Most of the tapers I have heard from or
about who are using the open mike method,
are using a plug—in rather than the built-in, if
theg are using a portable. But here again for
virtuallg everg rule of thumb angone can think

! have heard from
of, there are exceptions.
two people within the past gear who feel then
get the best reception using the open mike
method with a built-in microphone. Just whg
a plug-in should work better (in most cases)
than a built—in, is not known for sure, but
mag

have

more

to

do

with

the

tape

of

microphone than where it is located.
In blind comparison experiments I have
found dgnamic microphones are prefered over
both crustal and electret.
These experiments
were done however, using speaker/microphone
couplings, rather than with the open mike
method. Whether the results would also applg
to the open mike method I don't know. but if
theg do than they mag explain this effect
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Recorder with background sound

Fig 7

In the early days of [UP research, when
using the open mike method, which most
people did, it was axiomatic to record in as

quiet a place as possible, so that the
'whispers‘ would not be drowned out by
background noise. However, over a period of
time, more and more reports began to surface
of the Spirits actually changing environmental
It was as if they were
noise into a voicesomehow using the energy at the noise to
help get through.
Nbether this happens outside of or inside
of the recorder, is not in all cases clear.
Most of the time however, what happens is
that some sound that just sounds like noise at
the

time

of

recording,

when

played back is

an
into
changed
been
have
to
found
in other words they
understandable voice.
In
were using the noise as an RF carrier.
time these effects lead to experiments in
which such background sounds as gas flames,

head,

where

voice

modulation

of

the

the

sound

of

surf,

wind

through

trees,

running water, etc., were supplied deliberately.

described more fully later in this paperFig 11

however

know

of

one

person

who,

when

Fig 9

AF carrier recorder, speaker /

microphone coupling
In Sarah Estep's early days of recording using
the radio method, she once tried to connect
the radio to the recorder via patch cord in
Sarah
order to eliminate background noise.
soon found that reception was not quite as

good by this method as
speaker/microphone coupling.
this same experiment
simultaneously with a

by using the
l have done

using both methods
stereo recorder (not

blind comparison in this case) and I agree

And since in this case the of
with Sarah.
the
places
it
same,
the
was
carrier
speaker/microphone coupling under suspicion
as one of the points, together with the tape

9-4

etc.,

have very soothing sounds and are intended to
help people relax, or sleep in a noisy
environment, etcBut they have also been
useful in it reception.
Another type is the
electronic
noise generator which will be

AF carrier recorder, patch cord
Fig 8
coupling
lhis method is far more versatile in that,
as mentioned before, virtually anything that
can be recorded on tape can be experimented
with as an AF carrier, and one is not limited
to whatever environmental sounds may be in
or near their home. But at the same time it
does have the drawback that the operator's
comments are not recorded because no mike
is used.
If this method looks suspiciously like the
standard method of copying tapes it's because
it is. Although when copying, one of course
I do
does not request communication first.
copying tapes for other purposes such as
etc., has an more than one
lectures,
with
problem
a
experienced
occasion
paranormal voices appearing on the copy.

RF

carrier occurs.
Fig 10 White noise method
Again it was Sarah Estep who made the
observation that 'live' RF carriers work a little
better than 'canned‘ carriers.
lhat is that
sound which is being created at the instant it
is being used to make a voice recording is
slightly more effective than sound which has
been recorded and then the recording used as
In the (IF carrier generator
an RF carriermethod virtually any kind of electronically
generated sound can be used.
One of the things that has been
experimented with and I understand is being
used by some tapers, is a type of white noise
generator which is commercially available.
these generators which electronically imitate

Radio static method
lhis method was one of the very first
methods used, first reported I believe by
Friedrich Jurgenson, and remains one of the
most popular methods used today.
In this
method a radio receiver is tuned to between
station static on any AM band from broadcast
up to amateur and shortwave, and the static
used as the AF carrier.
One of the best
frequencies seems to be the airband which is
relatively quiet, and it is here that Sarah Estep
has recorded many hundreds of voices over

the years.

Many of these voices have been

of a quality that Sarah calls class 'A'. and the
rest of us just call 'lantastic‘.
Fig l2 Radio station method
although not used nearly as much as the
radio static method, this method is of far
greater importance from a technical standpoint.
Deliberately tuning to a radio station obviously
would override and drown out any weak radio
signal the Spirits were trying to send us. On
the surface this doesn't seem to make any
more sense than supplying an RF carrier which
would
override
and
drown
out
any
‘whispering' the Spirits were trying to do into
But it does again remind us
the microphone.
of the very unique and highly unorthodox
nature of it receptionIn this method radio broadcasts are
recorded and then examined for paranormal
voices. lhese usually appear as a 'change" or
what has come to be called a 'remodulation'
of the broadcast voice, with a personal
message to the experimenter. One of the best
methods

seems

to

be

to

tune

to

a

foreign

we“

since most built—in mikes are crystal, whﬂe
most accessory plug—in mikes are dynamics.
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Fig 3
9F Carrier

Uoice

Recorder

Recorder

Fig 7
background

Uoice

Recorder

Fig 6
open mike method
Uoice

Recorder
external mike

Fig 5
open mike method

rF'

.I‘

Uoice
Recorder
internal mike

Fig 4
Uoice

Recorder
no mike

Fig 1
Radio

Receiver

E<

Fig 2

Fig 3

AF Carrier

RF Carrier

Generator

EC

Recorder

EC

misinterpretations

of

the

broadcast

voices.

tapers have recorded mang hundreds
Not so.
or perhaps thousands of such 'remodulations'
which, I am told, are of good enough gaalitg
to be heard and understood bg other people.
1lhe effect is quite real.
In writing 50—7, which was written
primarilg for new people. the remodulation
effect was mentioned onlg in passing without
I did this because l
going into detailconsidered there was too much risk of the
novice,

not

reallg

knowing

what

theg

were

listening for. imagining all sorts of 'messaaes"
in such broadcasts which were not reallg
Or Senkowski pointed out however
there.
that this risk also exists in close listening to
electronic
other tgpes of carriers such as
Rn opinion with which I now agree.
noise.
In ang case when SU-7 was published l
shortlg heard from several people about mg
llr
omission of the radio station methodErnst Senkowski, whom mung of gou know
of, is a Phgsicist and long time researcher and
experimenter in EUP, and is currentlg involved
in publication of ‘IransKommunikation' which
Ernst
is a scientific journal on the subject.
had this to sag about the remodulation effect:
'Eenerollg l completelg agree with gour ideas
-— l onlg wonder that gou did not mention the
so-called radio method using a mixture of
languages
voices preferablg in foreign
which apparentlg can be transformed or
deliver
supermodulated bg the entities to
'paranormal' voices of much higher volume
noise/static gou
as compared to the pure
proposed. Sure: there is a lot of disturbance
signals and this is
bg those normal audio
another drawback.

But in experiments I found

paranormal sentences quite
some of the
impressive and easilg to be recognised'
another person who contacted me on this
matter was Mr David lothamer, who is the
California state coordinator for the nh—EUP
and again a long time and verg experienced

researcher.

llavid had this to sag:

'Bill, — Please let me comment on gour
statement that the best method is to 'find an
emptg spot between active airband stations'
that is the first method I tried when I

converted to the radio method about seven
gears ago.

I found that i received more EUP

3-6

transmissions when I placed mg dial directlg on
the channel... and usuallg i used the less
powerful air to terminal transmissions.
More recentlg, l have begun to use the areas
on

the

UHF

and

UHF

which

bring

across

communications
from
police,
fire
dept.,
communter train transmissions, etc. In short, I
monitor transmissions from two—wag radio
transmitter/receivers.
The qualitg which theg
all have in common is that theg are on—off,
on—off 'over-and-out', in their operation.
Often these ‘bursts' of radio energg are sharp
and divergent from each other.
Somehow it
would appear that this 'qualitg" — in some wag
facilitates EUP reception- t not trg out the
method? It might take a little time but, it has
given me good results — lOllll ONES 100'

In mg own work I have never used this
method, at least not deliberatelg.
However,
on one occasion when l was using an airband
receiver on one channel in a blind comparison
experiment,
and
thought
I
had a clear
frequencg, there were two transmissions bg an
airline pilot part wag through the experiment.
Both of these transmissions, much to mg
surprise, were remodulated into a personal
messageEven
though
it
ruined
the
experiment,
I am still glad it happened
because,
I
must
admit,
these
two
remodulations turned out to be the clearest
and most understandable voices I have get
recordedalthough this method gields some of the
best
reception,
it
is
limited
where
experimentation is concerned. Ihis of course,
is because the transmitter, be it Police or
broadcast or whatever, is perhaps 20 miles
distant where the experimenter has no control
over what is broadcast.
One
possibilitg for
experimentation here, would be to run a 28
mile extension cord to the station.
But this
might not be verg practical, especiallg since
one would probablg have some problem with
the station Manager about broadcasting the
signals the experimenter wanted.
There is everg reason to believe the
remodulation effect is local, that is, either in
or verg
near the radio receiver or antenna.
It is extremelg unlikelg, for example that even
one's next door neighbor would hear the same
paranormal voices even if theg were tuned to
the same station while one is recording. lhis
then
presents
another
possibilitg
for
experimentation, which would be to bug the
radio station and move it to one's home.
However, this mag not he verg practical either
because aside from costing several hundred
thousand dollars, the neighbors would likelg
object to an antenna tower several hundred
feet tall, in one's back gard.

”AN

broadcast of a language the experimenter
does not understand. Bonner of England, who
has used this method for mang gears. I
believe used two radios, each tuned to
different French stations which is a language
he did not understand- 0n the surface it mag
simplg
are
'voices'
these
that
seem
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f

radio static method

RF static
Radio

Uoice
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EC

Recorder

Receiver

Fig 10
white noise method

9F Carrier

Uoice

ﬂ

C:———+

Generator

Recorder

Fig 9
RF Carrier

Recorder

Uoice

<

Recorder

at

least

some frequencies

in the carrier, that

possibilities for experimentation with different

at least some of the time, correspond to
frequencies in the incoming voice signal, the
modulation process is more efficient than
would otherwise be the case.
As far back as the writing of
'Breakthrough', the concept had alreadq been
proposed of supplging 'word fragments' for
use hr; the voices.
lodag with personal
computers and phoneme chips, it is certainlg
possible to generate 'word fragments".
But
the question is, could theg be presented in
such a wag as to be useful in reception? lhe
problem of course, is that there are something
like 120 phonemes which make up the sound of
letters and words in normal speech- and each
different word is composed of a different

tgpes and frequencies of RF carriers, as well

combination of phonemes.

'SPIRICOH' configurations. such as Bill O'Heil's,
were based, using different frequencg ranges.

Fig 14

With the transmitter accessible, we now
This of
have control of what is transmitted.
sorts of interesting
all
presents
course,

as

experimentation

both

with

'live'

and

One can, for example,
"canned" 9F carriers.
"broadcast' a lecture tape, perhaps one that
has been recorded backwards, or a recording
of a foreign language program, or broadcast
sound from a white noise generator, etc.
Rgain the possibilities for experimentation are
limited onlg btj the experimenter's imagination.
ii 15
For technical experimentation, where the
9
primarq consideration is relative reception
qualitg between two sgstems when using the
blind comparison teunique, one of the best
carriers is the electronic noise generator. One
advantage is that the sound it generated is so
similar to radio static that certain methods
such as the transmitter method and the radio
static method, can be compared directlg.
Flnother advantage is that such generators are
compact and can be installed together with
the transmitter circuits, in a small project box.
RF CRRRIERS
Preciselg how and preciselg where voice
modulation of the of and/or ltF carriers take
place is still, even after all these gears,
lranscommunication's

deep,

dark secret.

we do have some observations.

But

One of these

is that where 9F carriers are concerned, those

carriers which are richer in voice band
frequencies and harmonics, work better than
Fl single tone doesn't
those that are not.
work verg well, adding several tones works a
little better. Static and electronic noise, both
of which of course, are random frequencg,
random amplitude, work somewhat better, and
so on. On the top end of the scale, it would
seem the human voice itself makes the best
carrier of all.
lhe

process

bu

which

the

incoming

could
it to
or in
only

“on

voice signal, of whatever nature it may be,
causes a corresponding RM modulation of the
or carrier seems to be a kind of synchronous
or resonance effect. It seems when there are

It seems then about the onlg thing one
do with a computer would be to instruct
present the whole list in linear sequence
random order.
In either case, there is
one chance out of 120
that the exact

phoneme needed hi; the incoming voice, would

be present on the carrier at that instant, -—
not verg good odds.
lhere is also another
problem here in that if random order is used,
the computer itself would generate a certain
amount of words through random phoneme
combinations.
lwo letter words of course,
would be the most frequent, but there would
be longer ones also- lost autumn Sarah wrote
in the Aft—EU? Newsletter that Mr Fidelio
Koberle, President of the German U", was
working on just such a carrier which was
supposed to have been demonstrated this
spring.
as of this writing 1
haven't heard
angthing more about this.
its mentioned, the problem with this
concept is to present exactlg the right
If we
phoneme at exactlg the right instant.
knew which phonemes were going to be
needed,
then
the
computer
could
be
programmed

to

present

this

exact

sequence.

But in order to do this we would have to
know in advance what the voice was going to
sag, which of course, is impossible.
ln our;
case if we alreadg knew what the voice was
going to sag then whg bother to tell the
computer to do angthing‘?
Still the concept is fascinating because if
we somehow could present each phoneme at
just the right instant, there would be, at least
in theorg, a resonance between the voice
Fortunately, as
signal and the Al’- carrier.
unlikelu as it sounds, there actuallg is a wag
to

do

this.

and

even

better,

it

does

not

”a

Transmitter method
Fortunatelg, at this point a law of wave
propagation, which I don't have to tell gou
about, comes to our rescue and we find that
in order for the EM carrier to reach the
receiver antenna with the same field strength
as did the 28 mile awag station, a transmitter
placed onlg a few feet from the receiver need
have onlg about the size and power output of
lhe transmitter
microphone.
wireless
a
method, of course, is not new and in fact
was mentioned in 'Breakthrough' bu Raudive.
It is also the method on which almost all
serious research, including the more promising
Fig 13
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we

were

signal at

to

take

a sample of the

voice

the output of the receiver section

and return this sample to the transmitter
section and use it to modulate the RF carrier,

the

carrier

phase,

would,

if

the

signals

were

in

then carrg modulation which exactlg

corresponded to the incoming voice signal.
lhis is possible of course, because the signal
in electronic circuits can change much faster,
hg several orders of magnitude, than the rate
of amplitude change in a voice signal. in this
kind of feedback system the incoming voice
signal would be in resonance with the RF
In effect it would be in resonance
carrier.
with itself. (Fig l6)
In the summer of 1975, we were told
from the Spirit world, through Hug, that the
onlg wag to improve the quality of reception
was to use 'feedback through cantinuouslg
During the next
repeated sections (stages)'.
several gears this was mentioned to various
researchers in letters and then published in the

second issue of lhe Spirit Uoice in Februarg
1981.
a little over one gear later, Mr George
Hetascience
the
of
President
Meek,
Foundation, held a press conference and
announced a breakthrough in communication
with the Spirit Norld. lhis announcement was
based primarilg on the work and results of Mr
William

O'Neil,

inventor,

EUP

researcher,

and

completelg blocked (the S—Meter up to the end

I found it strange and
of the scale).
confirming to read about William O'Neil's
the
using
similar,
was
which
device
feedback
of
onset
to
near
closed—loop
oscillations but with the additional 13 tones.‘
Hr Hans Heckmann who set
labratorg for Hetascience in 1973,
with the Organization up until theg
experimental work, probablg knows
O'Neil's sgstem then anyone other
himself- Hans has this to sag:

up the first
and worked
discontinued
more about
than O'Neil

judging from his sample tapes, the strongest
In turn
lransmedium to get come to lightO'Neil's sgstem was based on the feedback
principle in combination with a 13 tone RF
carrier which had been recommended bg a Dr
Mueller, one of Bill's lranspartners.
Details about O'Neil's system are rather

vague, but it was somewhat similar to that
shown in Fig 17. l understand the transmitter
and receiver were FM rather than AM as
shown and that theg were placed several feet
apart or across the room from each otheralso there were two speakers which were not
built into the receiver, which was a home FM
and the microphone was placed
stereo unit.
several

feet

awag

or across the room

from

the microphone was crustal
the speakers.
rather than dgnarnic.
Judging from samples of Bill's reception,
he evidentlg was such a strong lransmedium
that he could probably have communicated
with the Spirit world using two tin cans and a
as far as I
Nevertheless,
piece of string.
know, this was the sgstem on which he got

the best reception, so the sustem itself

must

have had something to do with the qualitg.
In ang case Dr Senkowski had this to sag
about the feedback effect:

9-1!

'Hitbout the multiple feedback SPIRICOM would
never have worked as well as it did. He can
safelu assume that. as far as I am concerned
gou are right on the ball. Hot onlg can these
feedback loops be for our own benefit in
recorvering the modulation but it seems the
other side can use an tgpes of feedback and
resonance energu.‘

Direct AF feedback
From a technical standpoint, the
maximum amount of benefit that can be
derived in such a system occurs at the
maximum usable percentage of feedback, that
is, just before the unitg gain point. In order
feedback
possible
highest
the
reach
to
percentage, the signal within the feedback loop
must he as free of distortion as possible.
Speaker/microphone couplings are notorious
for distortion, which of course, is whg patch
cards are used to make copies of tapes.
Bg—passing this coupling then (if it works),
would appear to be a considerable advantage.
Whether this will work or not is still unknown
because as far as I know, experimentation has

Fig l8

not get progressed to this point, at least not

in RF sgstems.
If, as some of us suspect, the primarg

\
.

'I had a strange experience mgself during the
first
gears.
9
closed
loop had been
established (more or less in 'plaging around')
in which mg amateur transmitter tuned to 29.5
MHz emitted a low-power single sideband
power
(the
signal
modulated
microphone
amplifier running idle).
lhis signal was
received bu the station‘s receiver immediatelg
lhe
standing beside and fed to the speaker.
tape was run seperatelg with it's own mike.
there was voice communication — somebodg
speaking about 'having time for a contact
now" and several other passages onlg partiallg
to be understood on the tape. ﬁt that time I
was not sure about it's paranormal origin — but
some time later pondering over it I became
convinced that it was for real ~ under the
circumstances an outside signal could barelg
have been picked up because the receiver was

.x‘

If

a computer or phoneme chips.

either

require
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antenna

coupling,

then it should work

strong signal areas.
with

voice

fhis should not interfere

reception

as

there

is

no

known

coupling.
speaker/microphone
the
without
However, as mentioned earlier, there is a
slight voice modulation effect in a speaker
If the S/M coupling
microphone coupling.
should turn out to be the primarg modulation
point, even in this type sgstem, then it could
Whether this is the case
not be eliminated.
depend on whether the
might
not,
or
transmitter/receiver is RN or FM.
In an 9M sgstem, m1 modulation could
outside inﬂuence somehow
an
if
occur
effected EH field strength within the antenna
In an FM sgstem it would be the
coupling.
frequencg that would have to be changed bg

shield against psgchokinetic energg. (See steel
drum experiments 50—3, Page 5).
One tgpe of cabinet that might be
considered, is a full size M/clone computer
lhese cases are well shielded against
case.
EHl, and also have shielded power supplies.
(which would have to be modified for 0 I’ll)
ibis tgpe case is made in two designs.
One
has a hinged top, the other is a slide in
If angone does this, I would
chassis designrecommend the hinged top which is much
easier to get into. and gou will be spending 0

an outside influence.

To this dag it has not actuallg been
proven that electromagnetic couplings are
effected in voice modulation of the carrier.
On the other hand it has not been disproven
and still remains the prime suspect even
Find as
though there are other possibilities.

fo me it is difficult

enough to imagine how the RF carrier's
amplitude could be changed bu an outside
influence, but it's a lot more difficult to
imagine how the frequencg could be changed.
it is conceivable then that when we get to
the
that
find
mag
we
point,
this
speaker/microphone is not necessarg in RH
in
sgstems but is necessarg in FM sgstemseither case it is also unclear whether a carrier
generator will still be necessarg in a feedback
O'Neil's sgstem did inject a 1} tone
sgstem.
M carrier into the sgstem in addition to the
Whether this was
feedback arrangement.
reallg necessarg or not I don't know, but I
think if probahlg was.
Fig 19 RF feedback
If the speaker/microphone coupling can
be eliminated, then get another feedback
configuration is possible. In this case the RF
a mixer,
signal would be returned to
eliminating detector distortion. Which of these
two methods will prove to be the most
efficient, still of course, remains to be seen.

Fig 28

Experimental fransreceiver
tip to this point we have had assorted

receivers,

transmitters,

generators,

recorders,

This can
etc., scattered all over the roombecome rather unwieldg, especiallg when there
blind
in
evergthing
most
of
two
are
comparison experiments. Sooner or later one
begins to think about consolidating some of
this equipment into a single cabinet. One of

the advantages is storage.

Fig Zl

know,

gou

radio

receivers

and

transmitters

Also tape
also contain other EM couplings.
heads and speakers make use of EM effects
and are also suspects.

and almost all of the

serious technical experimentation that has been

done

so

far,

has

concentrated

on

EM

couplings, ranging in frequencg from audio to
light (photocouplings).
Ihis work has in fact been extensive bg
a

number

of

researchers

over

the

gears,

including of course, the Hetascience effort. In
fact it has probablg been quite a bit more
extensive than has come to public knowledge.
since it is against human nature to broadcast
efforts that do not succeed,
However, if what we are told from
‘feedback through
Ueil, ~
the
begond
continuouslg repeated stages", is accurate, then

with the exception of O'Neil's feedback sgstem.
All of this work, as extensive as it has been.
has barelg scratched the surface of what is
an of the
possible, and what is neededsystems l have ever heard about, to the best
of mg knowledge, have used onlg a single EH
coupling, and with the exception of O'Neil's.
all have been non—feedback configurations.

Several such Exp

"is can be stored on shelves or even on top
of each other on the workbench, where theg
are handg to set up for experiments.
another advantage is that the circuits

stag put in relation to each other.

With both

inside a cabinet, the
mounted
antennae
be exactlg the same
still
will
coupling
antenna
the next time gou go to use it. also if on
all metal cabinet is used, the antennae can be
shielded from am; kind of radio signal pickup
which could cause an interference problem in
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ml of time inside.

fHE FEEDBGEK EFFECI
in normal radio communication the carrier
has been modulated at about 502 before being
transmitted. at the receiving end the problem,
of course. is to select and amplifg the carrier
In
which has been weakened bg distance.
order to do this we use special circuits such
as tuned tanks, etc. After the carrier has been
selected and amplified, demodulation is no
problem because the signal carries a high
percentage of modulation.

”‘1

voice modulation point in this tgpe sgstem, is
in the
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But where analog audio equipment is
if there is no carrier there is no reception.
carrier.
and if we don't supply any other carrier then the
concerned, there is always electronic noise.
voices simply use this noise as an M carrier.
Nhich probably explains why such things as a
recorder with no input is capable of voice reception.
Since it is we who supply the carrier, obviously we can supply a carrier or carriers of
Since there has already been a
whatever nature proves to be optimal for best reception.
considerable amount of experimentation with a wide variety of RF and RF carriers and combinations,
without any significant improvement in the quality of reception, it would be logical to assume that
even though the Spirits can modulate the carriers we supply, they can do so only to a very limited
degree. Especially in the case of non-mediumistic reception where the voices are buried in noise,
the modulation percentage may be as low as 12 or even lower.
It appears then that in it reception the problem is just exactly the opposite of that in radio
reception. ln radio reception we are dealing with very weak carriers with a very high percentage

of modulation.

In It reception we are dealing with strong carriers with a very low percentage of

modulation.
ln radio reception special circuits are needed to amplify the carrier.
special circuits are needed to amplify the percentage of modulation.

In it reception

ln radio transmission we simply supply a modulating signal of whatever strength is needed to
achieve the desired percentage of modulation.
In it reception we have no control of the

modulating signal because this signal, of whatever nature, is sent to us from the Spirit world. lbe
problem then is to increase the percentage of modulation without having access to the signal that
is doing the modulating- 1lhis is a technical problem which, as far as I know, is absolutely unique
and has never before been encountered in electronics.
Evidently it was realized in the Spirit world that we would probably never solve this problem
unless we were given a

starting point, a clue as to the necessary circuit configurations.

I believe

they gave us this clue when they told us the only way to improve reception quality was to use
'feedback through continuously repeated stages‘.
Is this information valid? lf it is then it has to stand up to close inspection. It has to be
logical. It must not violate the laws of physics. and if it is fed into a number cruncher, it has to
supply a valid theoretical reason why it should work.
One way oi looking at this effect would be with the 'black box" method (Fig 22)- Hhatever
devices or circuits may be in the black box are, of course, unknown and, for the purpose of this
discussion, immaterial.

1)

We need only know the assumed electronic perimeters, which are:

Unity gain — With no voice reception, the amplitude of the llf carrier at output (I) is identical

to input (9).
2)

Ho phase or other distortion of the RF signal.

3)

Spirit caused modulation of the RF carrier occurs within the black box.

Uoice modulation is at an extremely low percentage, which for purpose of discussion will be
4)
assumed to be .l'l.

Fig 22
G

.

Bl

k

l

.

0

<1

Speaker

In Fig 22, if an RF signal (8) at 1 volt peak—peak is assumed then, in the absence of voice

reception, detector input (I) will also be 10 and detector output (0) will be zero, except for
If however. a voice modulation of .12
whatever noise has been generated within the circuits.
occurs within the box, then the RE carrier at the detector input 0) reaches a peak of 1.0810 and
the detector audio output (0) is .8010
this in effect, would mean there is a good chance normal noise caused by the circuits through
which the IIF signal passes, plus detector noise, etc., would probably drown out whatever voice
modulation had been received- Especially so in non—mediumistic reception where carrier modulation
is so low the voices are literally buried in noise. In any case, whatever percentage of modulation
is received, is the percentage we are stuck with in this type system. If the modulation percentage

9-14
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in TE reception, one of the few things that has really become apparent, is that it is we who
have to supply the carrier in one form or another. lhe voices supply only the modulation, not the

is not high enough to raise the voices to an understandable level above circuit noise, that's just
too bad because there is nothing that can be done about it.
If however, we take this same configuration and add a modulator and feedback arrangement

(Fig 23), the operation of the sqstem changes significantly.
In this case, if .12 modulation is
received and the detector output is .OOIU at the end of what could be considered the first cgcle,
then

voltage

(F1) across

the feedback control (ll) would

feedback, then voltage (F2)

would be .3085U

be

.BOIU.

If the control is set to 582

which would (for purpose of discussion) cause a

Fig 23
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modulation of .652 on the carrier at (B). As carrier (B) goes through the black box on what could
be considered the second cgcle, it still receives .12 voice modulation. But now it alreadg carries a
modulation of .852, so the detector input (I) signal has an amplitude of W (G) + .OOOSU
(modulation alreadg carried) + (138851681) : 3010085!) (second circle modulation) or a total
amplitude of LOUISBOSU
In the next cgcle (F1) now equals .8815U, (F2) equals .808750, black box input (8) equals
1.00075 and detector input (I) equals ll) (8) + .OOBTSU (modulation alreadg carried) + (1300751801)

= .881888?5 or a total amplitude of 1.80175Flt this point detector input is 1.88175U rather than the 1.0010 we originallg had without the
Hhich means that the detector output is now .001“ or ITSZ of what it
feedback arrangement.
would have been without feedback. lhe important point is that the effective modulation percentage
at the detector input is now greater than the actual voice modulation percent which is being
In other words, if the point of voice modulation is within a
received within the black box.
positive feedback loop, then the feedback loop behaves as a modulation percentage amplifier.
If we continue the above analgsis we find that the modulation percentage continues to
increase with each additional feedback cgcle, but the rate of improvement decreases as the number
of cgeles increases.

In the above case the effective modulation percentage at the end of the 5th,

18th, and 50th cgcles would be — .1942, .2002, .2002, respectivelg.

The actual number of effective

cucles in am; given sgstem would, of course, be determined bg the electronic characteristics, such

as phase shift, slew rate, and other distortion, etc., of the circuits in that particular closed—loop
arrangement.
If this is all there were to the principle of feedback, it would help slightlg improve reception
lhere is however, another factor, feedback
(In theorg), but it's value would be quite limited.
percentage, which begins to indicate the true significance of the feedback principle. Rs it turns out
the effective percentage of voice modulation at the detector, increases with increased percentage of

feedback.

and, most important, this modulation improvement does not occur along a linear line as

we might expect (or at least I expected), but rather takes place along what appears to be a log
curve, with the maximum amount of modulation percentage enhancement at a near unitg feedback
condition.
In theorg then, it should be possible to improve a voice modulation of as little as .12 or even
less as received in the black box, to a 507. modulation level as seem at the detector. fhis of
course would, in theorg, result in full clarification of even the verg weakest voices, including

non—mediumistic reception. In the real world however, it will
modulation percentage to this great a degree, at least with a
and distortion within the feedback loop. Nevertheless. at this
no It receiving sgstem is going to be either verg efficient or

probably be impossible to amplifu
single stage sgstem, because of noise
point in time, it seems most probable
of universal benefit, unless the

feedback principle is incorporated into it's design.

lhere is of course, get another possible feedback arrangement in such a sgstem. In this case
the feedback would be 12F rather than audio (Fig 19). lhe feedback would be taken from the
detector input rather than the output. and the signal combining circuit at the input of the black box
would of course, have to be a mixer rather than modulator.
In this case the mathematics are slightlg different, but the results are much the same. again

‘3-15

the maximum usable feedback is near unitg at which point loop self—oscillation begins, and again
the maximum voice modulation improvement occurs just at this point. In this arrangement some
provision for feedback level control, such as the potentiometer shown or possiblg an automatic gain
control circuit. would of course again have to be provided. l-‘lnd again feedback would have to be
in-phase, etc.
Ihere is one signiﬁcant difference however. Whereas with RF feedback the carrier can reach
onlg 2882 of generator output level. and this onlu at 1882 modulation. in RF feedback to a mixer,
carrier level increases along with modulation percentage so that generator output would have to be
reduced to a very low level to prevent excessive carrier voltage at the detector input- Just how
low it would have to be would of course, depend on how high a percentage of feedback was
usable in that particular circuit configuration.
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the following two letters were translated from the U": Post into
Heckmann, to whom all of us here in the English speaking world owe
gratitude. Such translations require not onlg a great deal of time and
deal of skill to accuratelu conveu subtle shades of meaning from one

English, bg Hr Hans
a considerable debt of
patience, but also a great
language to another.

although the first of these letters is not reallu of a technical nature, I believe both are
valuable in illustrating the tremendous amount of effort some researchers are making in trging to
improve the qualitg of if: reception to ang degree possible. ﬁnd at the same time illustrates the
tremendous need for more efficient receiving equipment.

lranslation from UIF POST issue 2/91
Personal experiences bg Roswitha talnaido

lhere are two wags to achieve louder and more intelligible voices:
1. Select one method of recording. Concentrate mainlu on this method and refine it as much as
possible.
2. Experiment with all methods possible long enough to hopefullg find some methods that work
better for gou. lhese can then be refined too. Ihis second more laborious wag appeals to me
personallg and promises better results in the end.

I wanted to improve mg voice recordings but was not a technician. I thought about botanists who
cultivate superior varieties of cherries and big garden strawberries from what were originallg wild

cherries and small wild strawberries. It was done bg selection.
selective process to the great varietq of recording methods?

t should we not applg the same

For the last six months l have worked with canned sounds. it pre-recorded tape of various sounds
is plaged back while a second tape recorder records these, plus gour own voice via microphone.
lhere is an almost unlimited choice of sounds and I record most of them mgself.

lhe advantages of the canned sound method are undeniable:
1. Suitable radio programs are not always available-

Dre—recorded sounds and noises are alwags

readg.

2. Radio programs van; in amplitude and are subject to atmospheric disturbances or mag be
interrupted bg music which is unsuitable for an acoustic background.

3. Dre-recorded sounds are reliable. I know exactlg that the 15 minutes of splashing water are
followed bg 18 minutes of a foreign language commentarg without a great volume change.

4. Pre—recorder tapes can be combined or mixed with live radio reception.

5. Hhen I discover paranormal voices on mg recorder, then; can easilg be checked against the
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canned sounds.

If what I heard is not on the pre—recorded tape it can be assumed to be

paranormal-

6. Hang sound variations are possible.

It is an open field for the experimenter.

i keep a record of what tape and tgpe of sounds I was using. lhe tapes are alwags plaged back
on one or more Phillips cassette recorder model D 6350.
Pug attention to the right plagback volume.
lhe voice recording itself is made on another Phillips 1) 6358. l alwags use the same microphone, a
so—called Hannover microphone.

PRE-PECOIIDEII mm GlUllll; POOP RESllllS (few voices at veru low levels).

a)
b)

the sound of water in a brook.
Hater flowing into a bath tub. I opened the faucet halfwag while filling the tub.

c)

Hater flowing into a sink from partially open faucet while water is draining.

d)
c)
f)
g)

the sound of a downpour onto the roof below mg window.
it meditation tape with sounds of the ocean.
lhe sound of petting rain on the top of mg parked car.
Bubbling water in a bucket. l was blowing air into the bucket from a aquarium pump.

h)
i)

lhe noise of dishes, knives, forks and spoons.
lhe noise of a vacuum cleaner.

j) Piano and electronic organ music. I plaged short pieces on these instruments occasionallg
singing along- (Ibis tape was plaged back at a verg low volume).
k) l pressed the pedals of mg switched—off organ which gave me a mechanical noise. a lower

speed plaghack of this tape brought some voices that were hard to understand.
I) lhe sound of a small appliance grinding home—made wheat.
in) Hind rustling through leaves.
n) Noises from rubbing metal surfaces together.
0)

the ringing of church bells.

p)
q)
0

Single water droplets into sink & slowlg increasing rate of flow.
lhe sound of water flowing over aquarium filter.
The sound of frging oil in a hot pan.

PIE-RECORDED SOIlHDS "if“ GQUE QUERAGE UOICES
a) Meditation tape containing quiet bell sounds and sound of water flowing in a subterranean
brook.
b) Mixed Hungarian voices. n partu was going on next door in a restaurant.
c)

Mixed German voices.

I plug this back in the reverse mode-

Single voices still stand out from

the rest of the group.
d) Opening and closing of window shades.
e) Scratching a loudspeaker cone with a ball point pen.
f) Mg voice (German). not well suited because possibilities of deception is too high. Onlg after
copging mg voice 3—4 times on top of each other did I get a vocal mixture that was well suited
for a background sound.
g) a man reading from a German book, a woman reading from an English book simultaneouslg- I
am using this tape onlg in the reverse mode.
h) Four German speakers, two men and two women sitting around a microphone reading four
different German books. lhis can be copied and the number of voices can be doubled.

i) . Two or three radios tuned to different stations.

(ﬁt least two programs are overlapping).

this

can also be doubled.
j) Noises near a swimming pool. People speaking, children plaging, leaves rustling, pigeons cooing
etc.

k) Noises at a citg park. Splashing water fountain, people speaking various languages, birds
chirping and traffic noises in the distance.
I) Guitar sounds. Drumming with fingertips on the soundboard and plucking single strings.
m) Cooking noises. lhe microphone was close to the cooking pot.
n) Hurmuring an English text.
0) letting the water drain out of the bathtub. Hell suited when plaued back at slower speed.
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p)

the wobble effect on the radio.

stations.

It is produced with at least three closelg spaced radio

I usuallg record foreign language stations on shortwave hands during the news broadcasts.

Hhen moving the dial back and forth between them, the resulting speech wobble will chop the
language and the word snatches become good "raw material‘.
a) Hater running into a bucket. Set the bucket in a bath tub directlg under the shower. lurn on
the shower hallwag so as not to get a fine sprau.

lhis tape of sound brings strong whispering

vorces.
r) Sounds in a bird sonctuaru. lhis tape was recorded bu a friend at mine. lt contains all kinds
of bird sounds, chatting people, gentlg splashing water, etc- the tape plags back in reverse and the
German talk does not detract from identifging paranormal voices.
5) Foreign radio commentator. this tape was made in a sound studio and is available through UIF,
cassette number 0002.

COMBINMION 0F llllAl. PlFWIlRCKS WHICH PRODUCED GOOD RESllllS
t)
a)

v)
w)
x)

Hobble method as above (1 radio), plus mixture of stations from other radios (see "i" above).
Hater running into bucket, plus tape of foreign commentators (UlF 0802)-

Opening and closing of window shades, plus UIF 8002 tape plaged in reverse.
Four German speakers (see "h" above). Plus wobble (2 radios).
Hater ﬂowing into sink, plus tape of bird sanctuorg.

l was surprised when I combined the best pre—recorded tapes with live radio sounds.

nng wobble

effect, station mixtures or foreign commentators on live radio added to the paranormal voices.
Haturallg, we can not speak of onlg conned sounds angmore-

Incidentallg, all the pie-recorded tapes produced voices and I received a comment on even; sound I
offered.

These comments were often verg weak, not louder than a breath- For instance: "switch

off"....."doesn‘t work', ...-"not good" ....'not right".

When I recorded water dropping in the sink, the

microphone was put right into the sink- A voice pointed out ..-.."will get wet"
obviouslu worried about mg microphone.

as it was

I encountered onlg one problem:

While recording these various sounds on tape I received

paranormal voices along with it.

I had asked mg partners on the other side not to speak while I

was preparing these tapes so that I could make a better voice evaluation later on.

Since this did

not work out, I ask for an explanation. Hg thoughts were confirmed... he paranormal voice we
hear are the manifested thoughts of our spirit contacts. lheg are not spoken words per se. Rs
easg as it is for us to pause while we are speaking, our thoughts keep on coming all the time. So
it is with our loved ones in spirit.
I solved the problem as follows: Fina canned sounds are being recorded at the loudest possible
volume level. llle much lower paranormal voices will not come through when the tape is plaged
back later at a lower level. Onlg new voices can then be heard.

I observed that I get better results when I am rested, particularlg after mu Saturdag lunch nap.
Hhen l asked about this, I was told the effects of the nap were verg positive. I also think a
mediocre sound tape will improve during a rested state and converselg a good and effective tape
will not work as well when I am tired. I do not know how the effects would be in the presence
of other participants. I am alwags alone when 1 experiment with canned sounds.

Mag I make some suggestions to other experimenters: Do gour experimenting while gou are
working in the kitchen, working at a desk or while cleaning gour apartment. Ant; activitg that
produces sounds and noises. additional acoustic energg will not be needed. You mag introduce
Sounds that are difficult to identifg mag be
each voice recording but need not do so.

accompanied bu comments such as:

"l am drying the dishes right now" or "the wind is rattling the

windows". a careful listening to the plagback is verg important. Hhich sounds produced voices?
Record them separatelg for 5-18 minutes and add them to your collection of canned sounds. Ihis is
how I got mg ideas.
During the past months mg voice partners showed an inexhaustible patience.

Hg experiments are
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WRHSLAIIOH FROM UIF POSI ISSUE 2/9!
ihe Wobble Ellect — an expanded Radio Method. bu Pete: Stein, Denmatk.

Eight gears ago I made certain obsewations during the use of (adios fat voice Iecording, which
stimulated me to 'w'ohhle mg 0a tadio reception 1 was immediatelg sutprised hi; the vetu good
results 1 obtained with this method.

I w0lk2d with this method seuetal gems but did not mention it to angone until a UTF meeting in

spring 1988. Since then I have occasionalig been asked questions about it. Misundetstundinqs atose
about just what wobble reaiig is. it seems that a closet desctiption ol the effect and how to apply
it to 0 India receive: might be in otdet.
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Electronic Noise Generator
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the term 'wobble' in electronics applies to automatic tuning changes between two fixed frequencies.

The distance between these frequencies might be called wobble width while the speed of these
changes is called wobble rate or frequencg.

Both are adjustable within certain limits.

n wobble in a radio receiver takes place when the dial setting moves back and forth over a
predetermined (small) frequencg band.

Since mechanical changes of the dial setting are too

inaccurate and too cumbersome we applg the wobble effect electronicallg.

a European Hm receiver is tuned to 1538 KHz which is the I.latican radio
Here is an example:
station. or a wobble width of plus/minus 10 KHz the receiver tuning would change back and forth
between 1520 KHz (a German station) and 1540 KHz ( tzechoslovakian station). let's sag this
wobble takes place at a rate of four times per second.

Now, suppose these three stations have spoken commentaries or newscasts on the air at the same

time.

He would receive a mixture of Italian, German and Slovakian wherebg the languages would

flow continuouslg into each other.
Nith such a mess we often record speech mutations that are independent of the language mixture.
lheir rhgthm of speech is strangelg tied to the rate (or freguencg) of the wobble. lhe voices are
made possible bu the wobble movement. You would be wrong to think that a pre—recorded wobble
cassette works just as well. it is like viewing a video cassette of bodg exercises. ihe tape can
not save gou the efforts of exercising gourself.

What about technical aspects? He need.two simple circuit arrangements. In the radio receiver the
best connecting point for a wobble input is the Mixer or Converter oscillator. n wobble adapter
has to be used (see receiver schematic).

lhe wobbler itself is a small home—built device with an adjustable increasing and decreasing voltage
output that influences the receiver selection to some degree. lt's speed (rate) also is adjustable.
(See wobble width and wobble frequencg controls)

With the wobbler connected and the width control turned to minimum, find several closelg spaced
radio stations, if possible with newscasts etc- How slowlg increase the wobble width control and if
necessarg adjust the wobble freguencg. lt mag take a bit of experimenting but after a few tries
becomes quite easg.
We are presentlg experimenting with a small and simple Short Nave Hobble Receiver and also are
looking into a wobble adapter for the Psgchophone.
End of translation

Remarks: (bg Hans Heckmann) lhe European radio listener has a big selection of foreign language
stations available at all times. It mag be a bit more difficult to find closely spaced foreign language

programs in the "SR especiallg on the RH Band.

Electronic Noise Generator Fig 24
Suitable for use in ang of the methods using an electronic sound generator directlg or in
which the sound from an electronic generator is used in making pre—recorded RF carrier tapes.

In

this circuit the PIN junction noise generated at a verg low level in the first half of the 1458 is
Gain is
amplified bu the first and second half of the 1458 and bg the following 741 stage.
adjustable. lhese stages are followed bg a voice band filter set to approx 250 - 3101:. R limiter
circuit is used to somewhat round off the sharper spikes in the signal and change their contour to
something more closelg resembling the sine wave nature of the human voice. Both the voice band

filter and limiter were approved in blind comparison experimentation.
it is recomended that an RF generator and scope be used to check the 3 Db corners of the

Limiting action seems to work best at about a 2/1 voltage drop across the 18 K resistor
filter.
lhis is most convenientlg adjusted (with the gain adj.
between the Hi Pass filter and limiter.
control) bg using a dual trace scope, but can be done with a single trace.
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infrared sqstem

LQIE UPBRIE
Sometimes things move so fast that a paper has to be updated while it is still in the process
of being written. The new issue of lranskommunikation has just been received and it contains block
diagrams of the most prominent TE sgstems get devised, including 2 bg O'Neil, 2 bg Konig, Z bg
0f the
Ne have alreadg discussed O'Neil's more advanced sustem.
Harsh and one in; Hurting.
remainder there is one other with a noteworthg configuration. (Fig 25) If the information we have
been given from beuond the veil is correct, then this system devised bu Koniq, is important for
several reasons:
1) i had previouslg stated I knew of onlg one sgstem, O'Neil's, in which the feedback principle had
been applied- There are now two. Ihe diagram shows no provision for feedback level control, but

presumablg this could be done crudely with the radio receiver volume control.
2)

lo mg knowledge this is the first sustem that has come to public attention, which is more than

a singie stage sustem.

although there are onlg two stages and even these are different, which does

not fit the description of 'continuouslu repeated stages', the sqstem does go begond the single
stage configuration where other sustems seem to be stalled.
3) In describing the direct AF feedback possibilitg (Fig 18), I stated that it should be an advantage
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to eliminate the speaker/microphone coupling from the feedback loop, —- if this will work in an RF
sgstem. Koniq's sustem indicates that the SIM coupling and it's distortion can indeed be eliminated
from the loop.
Koniq uses a UHF transmitter operating at 3?.5 MHz- lf I am not mistaken this is QM, which at
4)
least to me, makes a great deal more sense than the m used in O'Neil's sgstem.
5) Since speaker/microphone couplings have been eliminated both from the loop and as a coupling
to the voice recorder, there is an even stronger indication here that the voice modulation point is
one of the EM couplings, at least in this tgpe sgstem.
6)

It might also be noted that this sustem is closer to Senkowski's amateur radio configuration in

which there was no AF carrier injected, rather than O'Neil‘s 1} tone carrier injection.
Koniq's sgstem depends on the auto-generation of the RE carrier by the feedback effect.

Evidentlg

For “four Information
lo date, of our readers who have requested technical information, the largest group (ll) list

themselves as Electronics Hobbgists, 3 list themselves as E Engineers, 8 as E Technicians, 6 as radio
Hans, 5 as Phgsicists, and one as a Software Engineer. Several of this number have listed
themselves in more than one categorg. lwo others who have a technical interest, have not
submitted this information- So whether uou are a Hobbgist or Phgsicist, gou are in good compang
with your interest in lranscommunication technologg.
Hhere computers are concerned, am; kind of computer should be quite adequate for the
relativelg simple programs that will probablg be needed in this work- However as a matter of
curiositu, those who have submitted this information (not evergone did) list 8 IBM/Clone, 4

Commodore £64 + Z nmiqa, 4 apple, and 2 Atari.
Submitted bg Hr Croffreg lilgu:
audio Classics
is a 'high End" equipment dealer used bg radio stations and audiophiles. lheg
have bought out the remaining stock of astrocom Marlux Model 417 four track reel—reel stereo tape
recorders. ‘lhese recorders have separate tape monitor heads and can record over tape without
erasing it (sound on sound it sound with sound). Professional quality in mint condition - unused in
original cartons. $208.88 as is, no warrantg. $480.80 checked out and working with 90 dag
warrantg. Shop manual £25.60 Uisa, Mastercard, nmerican Express and Discover credit cards

accepted.

'95 is" machines mag need new drive belts-

Other equipment is sold on consignment,

eg: Uector Research u—rro Equalizer $99.08, Radio Control Stereo Frequencg Equalizer $399.08
audio Classics, USPO Building, PO Box l76, Halton, ll? 13656. (1—888—321—2834)
Prime Electronics Company/Projector Recorder Belt torporution PO Box 28, Hhitewater,
Wisconsin 53190, sells tape recorder drive belts, including those for the nstrocom Marlux 41?.
(1—880—558-9572)

additional information on wobble ndapter SU 9/20: Mr Heckmann tells me the device marked ‘CD‘
on the schematic was described as a 'capocitaets diode", literally 'capacitive diode‘. Ihis appears
to be a Uaractor. llnfortunatelg we have no further information on these circuits.

Spirit Uoices is edited and published, as time and materials permit, bg Bill Heisensale, PO Box B.Q.,
Barstow m 92312+4, United States of nmerico. flo subscriptions are accepted. Copies are free
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must be requested bg returning the address coupon enclosed with the current copg.
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